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            Abstract
Most chemical experiments are planned by human scientists and therefore are subject to a variety of human cognitive biases1, heuristics2 and social influences3. These anthropogenic chemical reaction data are widely used to train machine-learning models4 that are used to predict organic5 and inorganic6,7 syntheses. However, it is known that societal biases are encoded in datasets and are perpetuated in machine-learning models8. Here we identify as-yet-unacknowledged anthropogenic biases in both the reagent choices and reaction conditions of chemical reaction datasets using a combination of data mining and experiments. We find that the amine choices in the reported crystal structures of hydrothermal synthesis of amine-templated metal oxides9 follow a power-law distribution in which 17% of amine reactants occur in 79% of reported compounds, consistent with distributions in social influence models10,11,12. An analysis of unpublished historical laboratory notebook records shows similarly biased distributions of reaction condition choices. By performing 548 randomly generated experiments, we demonstrate that the popularity of reactants or the choices of reaction conditions are uncorrelated to the success of the reaction. We show that randomly generated experiments better illustrate the range of parameter choices that are compatible with crystal formation. Machine-learning models that we train on a smaller randomized reaction dataset outperform models trained on larger human-selected reaction datasets, demonstrating the importance of identifying and addressing anthropogenic biases in scientific data.
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                    Fig. 1: Occurrence of amines in structures of reported metal oxide crystals.


Fig. 2: Distribution of the choices of reaction parameters and reaction outcomes.


Fig. 3: Reaction outcomes from randomly generated experiments for popular amines and not-popular (unpopular and absent) amines.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) search results for templated metals borates.
a, A plot of the number of unique structures for each amine, ordered from the amine with the fewest structures to the most. b, A plot of cumulative probability versus amine proportion. The grey rectangle represents the Pareto split.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Amine price and availability.
a, Amine price versus quantity for the randomized reaction amines. The data are separated by amine popularity (popular, unpopular or absent). Amines used in the test set experiments are also included. b, Amine pricing information for those used in the randomized reactions. The price per gram was calculated assuming amine densities of 1 g ml−1. The data presented in the figures above suggest that there is no systematic difference in amine prices between the popular, unpopular and absent amines. Additionally, the distribution of amine pricing for the test set amines is similar to the other distributions, suggesting a representative sample of amines.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Outcome probabilities for not-popular, unpopular and absent organic amines.
The not-popular set includes the unpopular and absent amines.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Average nearest-neighbour distances in the datasets, and nearest-neighbour choices on model performance.
a, Average distances to the kth nearest neighbour within each training set. b, Average distances from each training set to the kth nearest neighbour within the test set. c, AUC for the kth nearest neighbour classifier for k = 1 to 100.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Comparison of the influence of direct and indirect features.
a, Direct influence values of descriptors in the human reaction test set versus the random reaction test set. b, Indirect influence values of descriptors in the human reaction test set versus the random reaction test set.


Extended Data Table 1 Structure inclusion and exclusion criteriaFull size table


Extended Data Table 2 Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC), accuracy and AUC results for each machine-learning algorithm, trained on either the human-selected or randomly generated reaction data using all featuresFull size table


Extended Data Table 3 Feature selection comparisonFull size table


Extended Data Table 4 Comparison of discrepancies between model predictions and reaction outcomesFull size table
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